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Abstract 
The d-convex sets in a metric space are those subsets which include the metric interval 
between any two of its elements. Weak modularity is a certain interval property for triples of 
points. The d-convexity of a discrete weakly modular space X coincides with the geodesic 
convexity of the graph formed by the two-point intervals in X. The Helly number of such 
a space X turns out to be the same as the clique number of the associated graph. This result hus 
entails a Helly theorem for quasi-median graphs, pseudo-modular graphs, and bridged graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The well-known theorem of Helly says that each finite family of convex sets in ~" 
has a nonempty intersection provided each subfamily of at most n + 1 sets has 
nonempty intersection. This result and its relatives form a central theme in abstract 
convexity [25, 27]. The Helly number of an abstract convexity is the smallest number 
h >~ 2 such that every finite family of convex sets meeting h by h has a nonempty 
intersection. A lower bound on h (relevant in the case of discrete convexities) is the 
largest size co of a clique, that is, a maximal set whose subsets are all convex. This 
number co is then called the clique number. For the minimal path convexity of a graph 
Helly number and clique number are actually equal [20, 15]. The same is also true in 
finite convex geometries [ 19]. In the case of the geodesic onvexity of graphs the Helly 
number h may well exceed the clique number co (the 5-cycle being the smallest 
example), so that it is interesting to find particular classes where equality of those two 
numbers holds. Chordal graphs are of this kind as was shown by Chepoi [10]. This 
result was then generalized to dismantlable graphs [6] as well as to pseudo-modular 
graphs [6, 14]. 
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In this paper we will further extend this Helly-type theorem for the geodesic 
convexity (alias d-convexity) to larger classes of graphs and metric spaces. We propose 
a generalization of metric spaces that apparently represents the right setting for 
formulating our results. Then we investigate the relationship between the d-convexity 
of a metric space (or its generalization) and the geodesic onvexity of the associated 
graph: we give a sufficient interval condition (weaker than the one presented by 
Bandelt [2]) that guarantees the coincidence of both convexities. The stronger 
requirement of weak modularity is introduced and briefly studied in the subsequent 
section. For metric spaces in which all (metric) triangles are equilateral the Helly 
number is shown to be bounded from above by what we call the simplex number of 
the space. This paves the way to the desired Helly theorem for weakly modular spaces, 
which is proved in the final section. 
2. Discrete geometric interval spaces 
Let X be any (not necessarily finite) set. For each pair u, v of points in X, let uv be 
a subset of X, called the i n terva l  between u and v. Then X is an in terva l  space  [27] if 
and only if 
u ~ uv and uv = vu 
for all u, v ~ X. Every interval space gives rise to a convexity: a subset A of X is convex  
if and only if uv ~_ A for all u, v ~ A; note that the intervals are in general not convex. 
An interval uv is called an edge if u ~ v and uv = {u, v); the edges then form the graph  
of the interval space X. In order to ensure that the graph of the space X is connected, 
some extra conditions are necessary. The interval space X is said to be geometr i c  if it 
satisfies the following three conditions (u, v, w, x ~ X) [-9, 28]: 
uu = {u} ,  
w ~ uv implies uw ~_ uv, 
v, w ~ ux  and v ~ uw implies w ~ vx; 
For each point u one defines the base-po in t  re la t ion  at  u as follows: 
x ~<, y if and only if x ~ uy.  
Our first lemma summarizes ome equivalent descriptions of geometric interval 
spaces [27, Section 1.5.2]. 
Lemma 1. For  an in terva l  space  X the fo l low ing  cond i t ions  a re  equ iva lent :  
(i) X is geometr i c ;  
(ii) w e ux  and  x ~ uw impl ies  w = x,  
v ~ uw and w e ux  impl ies  v ~ ux  and  w e vx  (u, v, w, x ~ X ); 
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(iii) for each point u the base-point relation <<.~ is a partial order such that for any 
V <~u W 
vw = {x:v <~uX <~.w}. 
Note that a geometric interval space is exactly a ternary space [18] satisfying the 
above property that u ~ uv for all points u, v; see also her paper for references to much 
earlier, related material on 'betweenness'. 
A particular instance of geometric interval space is, of course, any metric space X: 
the intervals are the metric intervals 
uv = {x: 6(u, x) + 6(x, v) = 6(u, v)}, 
where 6 is the metric of X. In general, a geometric interval space cannot be turned into 
a metric space such that the given intervals coincide with the metric intervals. To give 
an example, consider the set X = {u, v, x l ,  x2, zl, Zz} equipped with eight edges 
uxl, vx .  uzi, vzi (i = 1, 2) and further intervals 
UV ~- X~ 
x~zj = {u, v, xi, zj} for i , j~{1, 2}, 
XlX 2 ~ {U, V, X l ,  X2} , 
z,z2 = {u, z l ,  z2}. 
It is easily seen that X is a geometric interval space such that either subspace X - {z~ } 
is isomorphic to the interval space of the complete bipartite graph K2.3. Hence, if the 
intervals were derived from some metric 6, then all edges would receive the same 
length (cf. Section 4 below), and therefore 
6(zl, u) + 6(u, z2) = 6(zl, v) + 6(v, z~), 
thus contradicting the definition of ZlZ2. 
A chain R in an interval space X is a subset which can be linearly ordered by 
~< such that for u, v, w e R one has v ~ uw if and only if u ~< v ~< w. If R admits a least 
element a and a largest element b, then R is called bounded. Now, X is said to be 
discrete if all bounded chains in X are finite. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a discrete geometric interval space. Then every maximal chain 
R between two points u and v of X is an induced path in the graph of X. In particular, the 
graph of X is connected. 
Proof. Since X is discrete, R must be finite. If z covers x in the linear order of R, then 
for every point y of X with y ~ xz, the extension Rw{y} is again a chain because X is 
geometric [18, Lemma 1.1]. Therefore y~{x,  z}, which shows that R is a path in the 
graph of X. Clearly R is an induced path (i.e., there are no additional edges). [] 
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The graph of a discrete geometric interval space X can be regarded as a metric 
space, where the metric d accounts for the lengths of shortest paths in the graph. The 
corresponding intervals 
I(u, v) = {x: x is on a shortest path between u and v} 
have to be distinguished from the intervals uv of the given interval space (at least, 
when they contain more than two points). Now, call an interval space X graphic if the 
equality uv = I(u, v) holds for all points u, v of the space. So, the graphic interval 
spaces are exactly the interval spaces obtained from connected graphs. A number of 
metric properties of graphs can be formulated in terms of intervals [21]. Graphic 
interval spaces are necessarily discrete and geometric; a sufficient condition is present- 
ed in the next section. 
3. The triangle condition 
An interval space X is said to satisfy the triangle condition if for any three points u, v, 
w in X with 
uvnuw = {u}, uvnvw = {v}, uwnvw = {w}, 
the intervals uv, uw, vw are edges whenever at least one of them is an edge. 
Theorem 1. A discrete geometric interval space X satisfying the triangle condition is 
graphic. 
Proof. We have to show uv = I(u, v). Proceed by induction on n = d(u, v). For n ~< 1 
there is nothing to show because uv-- -{u,  v}. Now, let n ~> 2, and assume that 
xy  = I(x,  y) whenever d(x, y) ~< n - 1. Let u, v be two points at distance n: 
d(u, v) = n >~ 2. 
Assertion 1. I(u, v) ~_ uv. 
Suppose this fails. Then there exists a (shortest) path P joining u and v with n edges 
which is not a chain in the space X. Let w be the point on P adjacent o v. Then the 
subpath of P from u to w lies in I(u, w) = uw and hence is a chain, by virtue of the 
initial assumption. Therefore w does not belong to uv, for otherwise, P were a chain. 
Now, v e uw = I (u, w) is impossible as w ~ I (u, v). Hence there exists a point x E uvc~uw 
with vxnwx = {x} because the space is discrete. Since vw is an edge outside uv 
and uw, we get vwnvx  = {v} and vwnwx = {w}. Hence, by the triangle condition, 
vx and wx are edges. Then d(u ,x )= n-2  as x euw = I(u,w).  This yields 
d(u, v) <~ 1 + d(u, x) = n - 1, a contradiction. 
We conclude that I(u, v) ~ uv. So, I (x, y) ~_ xy  whenever d(x, y) <<. n. 
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Assertion 2. uv ~_ I (u ,  v). 
Suppose the contrary: then there is a maximal  chain R between v and u with m > n 
edges. Let Xo = v, x l  . . . .  ,x , , -1 ,  xm = u be the points on R, so that x jex ix ,  for 
i < j  < k. Pick any shortest path Q jo in ing u and v in the graph of X, where Wo = u, 
wl,  . . . ,  w, 1, w, = v are the points of Q such that each wi is adjacent o wi 1. F rom 
Assertion 1 we know that Q is also a chain. Put  x = xl and w = Wl. Observe that 
d(u, x) >~ n, for otherwise, we would get ux  = I (u,  x), so that R would be a shortest 
path. 
Claim 1. v ~ wx .  
Suppose this fails, but xevw holds. Then, as vw = l (v ,  w), we get d(w,  x) = n - 2, 
thus giving d(u, x) ~< n - 1, a contradict ion.  Therefore we may suppose that the edge 
vx  is outside vw and wx.  Consequently,  since X is discrete and satisfies the tr iangle 
condit ion, we can find a common neighbor y of v and x belonging to vwnwx.  Then, as 
vw = I(v,  w), we get d(w,  y) = n - 2, whence 
n <<, d(u, x) ~ d(u, w) + d(w,  x) <~ n. 
It follows that weI (u ,  x)  ~_ ux  by virtue of Assert ion 1. Now, since xeuv  and X is 
geometric, we obtain x ~ vw, a contradict ion.  This establishes Claim 1. 
Note that d(w,  x)  = n holds, for otherwise, we would obtain d(w,  x) ~< n - 1 and 
hence v would not belong to I (w ,  x), thus conflicting with Claim 1. 
Claim 2. u ~ wx .  
Suppose this fails. If w eux  were true, then from x euv  we would infer 
x ~ vw = l (v ,  w) because X is geometric, thus yielding 
d(u, x) <<. d(u, w) + d(w,  x) = n - 1, 
which is impossible. Therefore we may suppose that the edge uw is neither in ux  nor in 
wx.  Similarly, as in Cla im 1, we get a point yEuxnwx which is adjacent o u and w. 
Since d(v, w) = n - 1 and d(u, v) = n, we must have 
n -1  <. d(v, y) <~ n. 
If d(v, y) = n - 1, then vy = I (v,  y). Since X is geometric, we infer from x ~ uv and 
y E ux  that x e vy, whence d(x ,  y) = n - 2 and then d(u, x) ~< n - 1, again being im- 
possible. So, we can assume d(v, y) = n. It follows that we I(v, y) ~_ vy. In view of 
y ~ ux  ~_ uv, this gives y ~ uw since X is geometric. This, however, is absurd by the 
choice of y, thus establ ishing Claim 2. 
Summariz ing,  we have w, x ~ uv as well as u, v ~ wx such that d(u, v) = d(w,  x) = n. 
Then the path Q1 composed by the subpath of Q from w to v and the edge vx  is 
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a shortest path between w and x. Further, the subpath of R from x to u and the 
edge uw constitute a maximal chain RI between x and w with m edges. Then, by 
letting Q1 play the role of Q and R~ the role of R, we get a shortest path Q2 between 
w2 and x2 as well as a maximal chain R2 between x2 and w2. And so on, until we 
arrive at a shortest path Q, from w, = v to x,, being a proper subpath of the 
chain R, as well as a maximal chain R, from x, to w,. It follows u = Xm ~ W,X,  = VX,. 
Since X is geometric and x ,  euv ,  we conclude that x,, = u = x,, contrary to 
m > n. This final contradiction proves Assertion 2 and thus completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. [] 
This theorem extends Lemma 1 of Bandelt I-2], which was formulated for finite 
metric spaces under the stronger equirement that for every edge vw and any point 
u either v ~ uw or w ~ uv hold. A still stronger condition is modular i ty ,  viz., uvnuwnvw 
is nonempty for all points u, v, w; see Bandelt et al. 1,9]. In the case that all these 
intersections are singletons one arrives at median spaces I-2, 24, 27]. 
The triangle condition also holds for a discrete geometric interval space X in which 
every induced path is a chain. To see this, suppose the triangle condition fails for 
a triple u, v, w so that vw is an edge but uw is not. Choose any maximal chain 
R between u and v. Let x be that point on R adjacent o w which is closest o u. Since 
uw is not an edge, x is different from u. Then the subpath of R from u to x and the edge 
xw give an induced path between u and w. By hypothesis, this yields x~uvnuw,  
contrary to uvnuw = {u}. This proves the claim. Graphs in which all induced paths 
are shortest paths are called distance-heredi tary;  cf. 1-5]. Hence the following observa- 
tion obtains (in view of Theorem 1). 
Remark 1. A discrete geometric interval space X is the interval space of a distance- 
hereditary graph if and only if every induced path in the graph of X is a chain 
in X. 
4. Weak modularity 
The triangle condition for an interval space X is weaker than modularity (requiring 
that each intersection uvnuwnvw be nonempty). There is yet another generalization 
of modularity: we say that X enjoys in terva l -constra ined modularity if 
v, w ~ ux  and x ~ vw implies that uvnuwnvw is nonempty, 
for all points u, v, w, x of X. A related property (also implied by modularity) is the 
following: X is said to satisfy the quadrano le  condit ion if v, w ~ ux  and x ~ vw such that 
vx and wx are edges implies that uvnuwnvw contains a point y such that vy and wy 
are edges. For graphical interval spaces the quadrangle condition amounts to 
interval-constrained modularity: 
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Remark 2. A connected graph X enjoys interval-constrained modularity exactly 
when X satisfies the quadrangle condition. 
The proof of this observation is easy: evidently, the quadrangle condition follows 
from interval-constrained modularity is this case. As to the converse, proceed by 
induction on n = d(v, w), where v, weI(u,  x) and xe l (v ,  w). Suppose that I(w, x) is not 
an edge. Let x' be a neighbor of x in I(w, x). Then, by virtue of the induction 
hypothesis, there exists v' e l (u, v)c~I (u, x ' )~I  (v, x') such that x' e I (v', w). Applying the 
hypothesis now to u, v', w, the required point is obtained. 
Call an interval space X weakly modular if it satisfies interval-constrained modular- 
ity as well as the triangle condition. For example, every median algebra gives rise to 
a weakly modular space; cf. [-3, 9, 27]. In view of Theorem 1 and Remark 2, a discrete 
geometric interval space is weakly modular if and only if it satisfies the triangle and 
quadrangle conditions. Weakly modular graphs were previously studied by Bandelt 
and Mulder [8-] and Chepoi [11, 12]. Particular subclasses are formed by the pseudo- 
modular graphs [-4], quasi-median graphs [21,29,30,13], and bridged graphs 
[-1, 17, 26]. Among the pseudo-modular g aphs one finds all pseudo-median graphs 
[7], absolute retracts (cf. [23]), and distance-hereditary g aphs. 
In the case of graphs, weak modularity can be expressed by a single condition; see 
Theorem 2 of Chepoi [-11]: a connected graph X is weakly modular if and only if for 
any three points u, v, w in X with 
l(u, v)c~I(u, w) -- {u}, I(u, v)c~I(v, w) -- {v}, l(u, w)c~I(v, w) = {w} 
all points on every shortest path from v to w have the same distance to u. This result 
can also be deduced from [8]: we know from the proof of their Lemma 1 that in the 
presence of weak modularity every shortest path v = Vo, vl . . . .  , vk = w can be trans- 
formed into a path v = Wo,Wl . . . . .  wk = w such that there are indices h ~<j with 
Wh e I(u, v), wj e I(u, w), 
d(u, wi) = d(u, wj) for a l l iw i thh~<i~<j .  
By the choice of u, v, w it follows that h = 0 and j = k. 
We conclude this section by having a brief look at weakly modular metric spaces. 
The metric 6 of any discrete metric space X restricts to a positive weight function on 
the edge-set of X. When does, conversely, a weight function )t on the edge-set of 
a graph X give rise to a graphic metric space? If X is a weakly modular graph, then the 
feasible functions 2 can be described conveniently by only checking the triangles and 
4-cycles (with at most one chord). The next result hus generalizes Lemma 2 of Bandelt 
[2] and is proved similarly. 
Proposition i. Let X be a weakly modular graph, and let 2 be a positive weight function 
on the edge-set of X. Then the resulting metric space is graphic, that is, it has the same 
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intervals as the given graph X if and only if 2 fulfills the following two conditions: 
2(uv) < 2(uw) + 2(wv) for every triangle {u, v, w}; 
2(ux) + 2(xv) = 2(uy) + 2(yv) for any two common 
neighbors x, y of two nonadjacent points u and v. 
Proof. Necessity is clear. As to sufficiency, let 6 be the metric induced by 4. More 
explicitly, for a path P from Uo to u, with n edges uiui+a, let 2(P) be the sum of all 
2(uiui+x) for i = 0, ... ,n - 1. Then 6(Uo,U,) is the minimum of all 2(Q), where Q is 
a path from Uo to u,. 
Assertion 1. I f  P and Q are two shortest paths between u and v in the graph, then 
2(P) = 2(Q). 
To verify this, proceed by induction on the number n = d(u, v) of edges on either 
path. Let x and y be the points on P and Q, respectively, which are adjacent o v. If 
x = y, then 2(P) = 2(Q) is immediate from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, by 
weak modularity, there is a common neighbor z of x and y with d(u, z) = n - 2. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to the respective subpath P '  and Q' of P and 
Q between u and the corresponding neighbor of v, we get 
2(P) = 2(vx) + 2(P') = 2(vx) + 2(xz) + 2(R) 
= 2(vy) + 2(yz) + 2(R) = 2(vy) + 2(Q') = 2(Q), 
where R is any shortest path between u and z. 
Assertion 2. uv ~_ I (u, v). 
Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a maximal chain R between u and 
v which has m > n = d(u, v) edges. Then 2(R) = 6(u, v). Assume that m is as small as 
possible. Let w be the neighbor of v on R, and let R'  be the subpath of R from u to w. 
Clearly, n - 1 ~< d(u, w) <% n + 1. 
Case 1: d(u, w) = n - 1. Then R' has m - 1 > d(u, w) edges, contrary to the mini- 
mality assumption. 
Case 2: d(u, w) = n. Since X is weakly modular, there exists a common neighbor 
x ofv and w with d(u, x) = n - 1. By the minimality assumptions, R' must have exactly 
n edges, so that R' is a shortest path. Then, according to the first assertion, 
2(R') = 2(Q) + 2(xw) for any shortest path Q from u to x. Hence 
2(R) = 2(Q) + 2(xw) + 2(wv) > 2(Q) + 2(vx) 
by the first condition of the proposition. This, however, contradicts 2(R) = 3(u, v). 
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Case 3: d(u, w) = n + 1. Then, by the minimality assumption, R' has exactly n + 1 
edges and hence is a shortest path between u and w. Therefore (by virtue of 
Assertion 1) 
2(R) = )v(R') + 2(vw) = )~(P) + 22(vw) > 2(P) 
for any shortest path P between u and v, thus yielding a final contradiction. [] 
5. Metric spaces with equilateral triangles 
In what follows X is a discrete geometric interval space (unless stated otherwise). 
A triangle in X consists of three distinct points u, v, w such that 
uwaw = {u},  uv vw = {v}, uw vw = {w}.  
If, in addition, all three sides uv, vw, wu of this triangle are edges (so that u,v,w 
constitute a triangle in the graph of X), then we briefly say that {u, v, w} is a graphic 
triangle in X. So, for instance, the triangle condition requires that a triangle in the 
given space be a graphic triangle whenever at least one of its sides is an edge. More 
generally, a simplex S in the space X is a nonempty subset of X such that any three 
distinct points in S form a triangle in X, and for any four distinct points u, v, w. x in 
S the intervals uv and wx are disjoint. 
The simplex number a(X) of the space X is the maximum cardinality of finite 
simplices in X, or else it is infinite. The simplex number of the graph of X is called the 
clique number co(X) in order to avoid confusion. The Hadwiger number ~I(X) of the 
space is defined as the Hadwiger number of the associated graph, viz., it is either 
infinite or the largest number k for which there exists a partition of X into k connected 
subsets A1 . . . .  ,Ak such that for any two distinct indices i and j  there is at least one 
edge uv between Ai and A j, that is, u e Ai and v E A~. 
Recall that a subset B of X is convex ifB includes the interval between any two of its 
points. The convex hull conv(A) of A ~_ X is the smallest convex set containing A. 
A nonempty finite subset A of X is called Helly independent if 
conv(A - {a}) = O. 
a~A 
Then the Helly number h(X) of X is the largest number k for which there is a Helly 
independent k-set A in X or is said to be infinite otherwise. We record the obvious 
relationship between the numbers co(X), r/(X), and h(X) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. For a discrete geometric interval space X, 
co(X) <. h(X) <. tl(X ) and co(X) <. a(X) <. tl(X). 
Proof. The inequalities co(X) ~< h(X) and co(X) ~< a(X) are evident. Since all convex 
sets in X are connected in the graph of X, the inequality h(X) <~ tl(X ) follows from 
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Fig.  1. 2 = h(X) < a(X) = 3. 
w 
Fig.  2. 4 = a(X) < h(X) = 5. 
Throrrme 2.2 of Duchet and Meyniel [16]. The final inequality a(X) <~ rl(X) is also 
easily verified: for any simplex {Xl . . . . .  Xk} in X, each set 
A, = U (x,xj-  {xA) 
j~ i  
is connected and contains xi as well as a neighbor of each xj(j ~ i). [] 
Observe that no further inequalities between the four numbers hold in general. 
Indeed, the 4-cycle has Hadwiger number 3, but its Helly and simplex numbers equal 
2. The 6-cycle has clique number 2, but its Helly and simplex numbers equal 3. 
Further, the graph X of Fig. 1 gives h(X) = 2 and a(X) = 3 because the singletons and 
edges are the only nonempty convex sets, and the three points of degree 4 (shaded in 
the figure) form the unique triangle in the interval space X. Finally, the metric space 
X displayed in Fig. 2 confirms that the Helly number may exceed the simplex number. 
In fact, the five shaded points forming the outer 5-cycle are Helly independent by the 
particular choice of edge lengths. Clearly, as the maximum degree of the graph is 3 
and there are only 10 points, the Hadwiger number cannot exceed 5, whence h(X) = 5. 
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The simplex number  is at most the max imum degree plus 1. Actually, a(X) = 4 is 
achieved by selecting any two edges ulu2 and vlv2 of length 3 such that no ui is 
adjacent o any v~. 
This example with h(X) = 5 is in a way minimal. For, if h(X) = 3, then or(X) ~> 3 
obtains since a Helly independent set {Ul, u2, u3} can be transformed into a triangle 
{Vl,vz,v3} as follows: first substitute u 1 by a point v I in UlU2()UlU3 such that 
VlUznVlU3 = {vl }. Then, in a similar way, replace u2 and finally u3. Next assume that 
h(X) = 4 and X is a metric space with 6(u, v) >~ r for all distinct points u, v and some 
suitably chosen r > 0. Given a Helly independent set {u~, u2, u3, u4}, suppose there 
exists a point U'l in ulu2c~ulu3 different from Ul. Then substituting ul by u'l and letting 
u'i = ul for i/> 2 yields 
 (ul, r. 
i<j i<j 
Continuing this way we eventually arrive at a Helly independent set {v~, v2, v3, v4} (in 
fewer than ~i<j6(ui,u~)/r steps) such that each triple is a triangle. Hence as 
{v~, v2, v3, v4} is Helly independent i is a simplex, thus yielding a(X) >>. 4. 
The preceding strategy of 'shrinking' a Helly independent set in order to obtain 
a simplex works in the case h(X)> 4 under the additional assumption that all 
triangles in the space be equilateral. A triangle {u, v, w} in X is called equilateral if its 
three sides have the same length, viz., 6(u, v) = 6(u, w) = 6(v, w). Note that a finite 
metric space the triangles of which are all equilateral need not be graphic: consider the 
4-point space {u, v, w, x} where u, v, w are pairwise at distance 2 and x has distance 1 to 
v and w but distance 3 to u. 
Lemma 4. Let X be a discrete metric space in which all triangles are equilateral. Then, 
for every convex set A and any point x outside A, a point u of A is at minimum distance to 
x if and only i fA~ux = {u}. Moreover, every interval wx with w ~ A contains ome point 
of A at minimum distance to x. 
Proof. Since X is discrete, wx contains some point ueA with A~ux = {u}. For  any 
other point yeA with A~vx = {v} we can find yeuxc~vx such that uyc~vy = {y}. 
Then, by the choice of u and v, the three points u, v, y form a triangle in X because A is 
convex. This triangle is equilateral by hypothesis, whence 6(u,x) = 6(v,x). [] 
Lemma 5. Let A be a Helly independent subset of a geometric interval space X. I f  
x 6 uvnconv(A - {u}) for some points u,v ~ A, then B = (A - {v})u{x} is nel ly inde- 
pendent. In particular, B is Helly independent when x is chosen from uv~vw fi)r distinct 
u,v, w6A.  
Proof. If yeA - {u,v}, then B - {y} _~ conv(A -- {y}) since xeuv  c_ conv(A - {y}). 
Further, B - {u} _c conv(A -- {u}) because xeconv(A  -- {u}). Trivially, B - {x} _ 
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A - {v}. Therefore 
n conv(B - {y}) _~ n conv(A - {a}) -- O, 
y~B aeA 
and so B is Helly independent. 
As to the second assertion, we claim that either vw ~_ A - {u} or uv c_ A - {w}, so 
that the first assertion applies in either case. Suppose that vw is not included in 
A -- {u}, that is, u ~ vw. Then as X is geometric we get w(~uv, as required. [] 
Proposition 2. Let X be a metric space such that all triangles in X are equilateral and 
6(u, v) >~ r > 0 holds for all distinct points u, v of  X. Then the convex hull of every Helly 
independent finite set in X includes a Helly independent simplex of  the same cardinality, 
thus yielding h(X) <~ a(X). 
Proof. For  a finite subset Y of X and a point x E Y we use the shorthand 
A(x, Y) = ~ 6(x, y) and A(Y)  = minz~rA(z, Y). 
y~Y 
Let A be a Helly independent finite set in X. Pick u ~ A with A (u, A) = A (A). Suppose 
that some yea-  {u} is not at min imum distance to u among the points from 
conv(A - {u}). Then, according to Lemma 4, the interval uv contains such a point 
x (necessarily different from v) at min imum distance to u. F rom Lemma 5 we infer that 
B = (A -- {v})u{x} is a Helly independent set (having the same cardinality as A). 
Moreover,  
A(B) <~ A(u, B) = A(u, A) - 6(v, x) <~ A(u, A) -- r. 
Now, applying this argument o B instead of A and continuing, after at most A (u, A)/r 
steps one eventually arrives at a Helly independent set S of the same cardinality as 
A such that for each z E S with A (z, S) = A (S) all points of S - {z} are at min imum 
distance to z among the points of conv(S -{z}) .  For  any two distinct points 
v, w e S - {z} we obtain 
vwnvz  = {v} and vwnwz = {w} 
since S is Helly independent (so that zCvw) and v, w are points of conv(S - {z}) being 
at min imum distance to z. Choose any point y in vznwz  with vynwy -- {y}. Then 
{v, w, y} is a triangle, which must be equilateral by hypothesis. Hence 
~(v, w) = ~(w, y) = ~(w,z)  - ~(y ,z )  
and therefore 
~(v, s) ~< d(z, S) - ~(y, z). 
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By the choice of z we have A (z, S) = A (S) ~< A (v, S), thus yielding y = z. We conclude 
that A (v, S) = A (S) for all v e S. In particular, every triple in S constitutes a triangle. 
Finally, as S is Helly independent, vw and ux are disjoint for all distinct points 
u, v, w,x ~ S. This proves that S is a simplex. [] 
Note that the preceding proposition applies to weakly modular graphs in view of 
Theorem 2 of Chepoi [11]. The same result then also holds for discrete weakly 
modular spaces (because they are graphic), although triangles in a weakly modular 
metric space need not be equilateral (cf. the subsequent remark). On the other hand, 
the triangle condition alone does not suffice to guarantee the inequality h(X) <~ c~(X). 
Indeed, turn the metric space depicted in Fig. 2 into a bipartite graph by substituting 
each edge of length j by a path with 2j new edges. 
Remark 3. All triangles in a discrete weakly modular metric space X are equilateral if
and only if all graph triangles are such. 
Proof. Necessity is trivial. As to the converse, let {u, v, w} be a triangle in X. Then, by 
Theorem 2 of [11], every point in vw has the same graph distance to u. For each edge 
xy with x, y6vw we can find some point z~uxc~uy such that {x,y,z} is a graphic 
triangle. It follows 
6(u,x) = 6(u,z) + ~(z,x) = 6(u,z) + 6(z,y) = 6(u,y), 
as required. [] 
6. A Helly theorem 
The above Proposition 2 already entails a certain Helly theorem as a particular 
case. Call an interval space X pseudo-modular if there are no triangles in X other than 
graphic triangles. Consequently, all simplices in X are complete subgraphs, thus 
giving co(X)= a(X). A discrete geometric pseudo-modular space X is graphic by 
Theorem 1, and its graph is pseudo-modular in the sense of Bandelt and Mulder [4]. 
Now, the graph of X is weakly modular (see Proposition 4 of [4]), and so the equality 
h(X) = a(X) follows from Proposition 2. 
We extend the preceding argument by first showing that weak modularity suffices 
to ensure co(X) = a(X) and then applying Proposition 2. 
Proposition 3. Let X be a discrete geometric weakly modular space. Then the convex 
hull of a Helly independent finite simplex S in X includes a graphic simplex R (i.e., 
a complete subgraph of the graph of X) having the same cardinality. 
Proof. Recall that X is graphic, so that X can be regarded as a weakly modular graph. 
If S = {u,v,w}, then w together with any one of its neighbors in I(v, w) lie on 
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a (graphic) triangle by virtue of the triangle condition and Theorem 2 of [11-]. So, let 
I SI ~> 4. Suppose that S is not yet a graphic simplex although it is chosen so that the 
(graph) distance d(u, v) between any two points u and v in S is as small as possible. 
Then pick any neighbor x of v in I(u, v) for some u # v in S. According to Theorem 2 of 
[11], all points in S - {u,v} have distance d(u, v) to v and x. Hence, by the triangle 
condition, there exists a neighbor y' of v and x in I(v, y)nI(x, y) for each y ~ S - {u, v}. 
Letting u '= x and v '= v, we then arrive at a new set S '=  {z':z~S} satisfying 
I S'I = I S I (because S is a simplex). Suppose that S' is not a graphic simplex, say: y' # z' 
in S' - {v} are not adjacent. Then x~I(u,v)nconv(S - {u}) because x~I(y',z'), and 
so Lemma 5 provides us with a Helly independent set (S - {v})u{x} in which the 
minimum distance equals d(u, v) - 1-. When applied to this set the shrinking process 
described in the proof  of Proposit ion 2 returns a Helly independent simplex with 
minimum distance no larger than d(u, v) -  1. This, however, violates the initial 
assumption on S, thus completing the proof. []  
Finally, we obtain the desired Helly theorem by combining Proposit ions 2 and 3: 
Theorem 2. The Helly and clique numbers of a discrete geometric weakly modular space 
X are equal: h(X) = co(X). 
In particular, h(X) - co(X) holds in a weakly modular graph X. This result can be 
combined with the corresponding Helly theorem for dismantlable graphs as follows. 
We say that a graph X can be dismantled to an induced subgraph Y of X if 
X - Y = {xl, . . . ,  x,,) such that for each i = 1 . . . .  , m the point xl and its neighbors in 
the graph X-{x l  . . . .  ,xi-1} are all adjacent to some other point xl from 
X - {xx, ... ,xi}. Graphs that can be dismantled to the singleton graph are called 
dismantlable or copwin [1, 6, 22, 23]. Then the inductive proof of Theorem 1 in the 
latter paper allows us to derive the following result from the above Theorem 2. 
Corollary. If a graph X can be dismantled to a weakly modular graph, then 
h(X) = co(X) holds. 
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